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The stereo microscope is the most commonly used microscope.
This applies to both the materials science and biological science
fields. My past career as a materials engineer depended critically
upon the three dimensional imaging of the stereo microscope for
studying metal parts and fracture surfaces. Unfortunately our
clients had no readily available way to view stereo pairs, so stereo

pair recording was not done. Likewise, our electron microscopes
were not equipped with costly eucentric stages, which make stereo
pair recording easily done. Jan Hinsch has helped me with the
historical background on stereo photomacrography. Carl Zeiss
offered a Druener camera attachment for their Greenough-style
stereo microscope in 1900. More recently, Carl
Zeiss, Wild and Nikon have offered sliding
monocular tubes for recording either ray path
with microscopes using a common main objective. The most recent technology, marketed
by Bunton Instrument Co, Inc (www.buntgrp.
com) allows video stereo imaging using a PC
with live digital images from specially modified
stereo microscopes equipped with dual digital
cameras. This system serves as a vital training
tool for surgeons. It appears that the entertainment industry will have to bring 3D imaging
to the mass market, especially with PC based
systems, before the technical community can
make widespread use of communicating with
stereo pair images. I suspect this will be a rapid
transition.
Images from my recently completed scanning light photomacrography system convinced
me of the need for stereo pair recording capability for this system shown in: http://www.

modernmicroscopy.com/main.asp?article=60. A simple tilting stage
has traditionally been used by scientific photographers. This was
not acceptable to me because the region of interest typically moves
vertically and laterally when the stage is tilted. It is time-consuming to correct for these unwanted motions, especially when stereo
pair recording is not frequently done. My solution was to build the
eucentric stage shown in Figure 1 (left). The centering gage with a
scribed line, shown on the lower right, is fitted to the spindle end
of a water pump bearing. The camera is focused on the line and
the stage is translated with the X-Y slides of the macro stand and
rotated until the image of the scribed line bisects the field of the
camera in the Y direction and is in sharp focus. The specimen
is then placed on the stage
and the region of interest is
brought into focus by using
the vertical and horizontal
slides and the rotational axis
of the eucentric stage. Figure
2 (right) shows the back of
the stage with the protractor
and adjustable pointer. Figure 3 shows the first stereo
pair recorded with the new
stage with a tilt of 12 degrees
between views. This stereo
pair has been printed with a
60 mm center to center distance so it can be viewed with
the more common viewers,
such as the one included with
the eighth edition ASM Metals Handbook “Fractography
and Atlas of Fractographs.” I
prefer viewing the separated prints with a large format Geoscope
viewer purchased from Berezin Stereo Photography Products at:
http://www.berezin.com/3d/viewers1.htm I am willing to work
with anyone interested in making the eucentric stage commercially
available. 

